


안녕하우꽈? Emerald oceans, volcanic cliffs, farmlands bursting with young
green tea leaves, and small hills full of buttery Yuchae flowers - yes, you're in
Jeju island! By the way, '안녕하우꽈' [annyeong-hau-kkwa] is a Jeju-special way of
greeting guests. In Korea, Jeju is one of the most iconic holiday spots, family
and friends visit the beautiful island every summer. Want to awaken your inner
Korean travel plans? Discover epic sides of the island through snacks and
goodies. Never miss out on Korean trends - this time, it's mint chocolate and
chocolate churros! Worried whether you'll be overwhelmed with unforeseen
flavors? Get it, let it roll with your genuine and authentic Tasting Guide CO-FOUNDERS

A SUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM IN THE CUTE ISLAND

SUMMERTIME IN JEJU
초여름의�제주도�여행

Twisters with a tweak of
Jocheong, a unique Korean
sweetner made of rice
A marriage of turtle-shaped
chips and chocolate churros
Fresh flavors of Jeju straight to
your room - from tangerine to
peanut to matcha, indulge in
authentic tastes of Jeju

Get it, let it roll! A glass cloth
that will melt you like butter
Have Glass skin this summer!
Soothe your skin with aloe
grown in the volcanic
farmlands of Jeju
Bring vibes to your  to your
daily holiday cuisines with
Jeju Island chopsticks
 

FEATURED SNACKS FEATURED GOODIES

#SEOULBOX

A treasure chest of tips and
tricks to enjoying your snacks

Joys of Jeju straight to your
heart - share the awe moments
with the rest of the world
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BIRD'S EYE VIEW

WHAT'S INSIDE?
Here's your overview of this
month's box - check out
SeoulBox Halal for yourself

TASTING GUIDE

GET IT, LET IT ROLL

K-BEAUTY

ALOE VERA GEL
The arrival of the refreshing gel
from Jeju island - are you ready
for your glass-skin moment?
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FEATURED

ROLLIN'
Bringing you refreshing
summer of Korea with huge
smiles of 'Squirtle Godess'

SEOULMATES
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Honey Butter
Chips
The legend returns -
gourmet potato chips with
honey and butter
seasonings. Munch on the
delicious harmony of sweet
and savory tastes

Be prepared to get your
hands dirty - you gotta
scrap the last bits of crisps
pieces!

허니버터칩

Oranda Bite
A quirky soft biscuit called
'Oranda' - a popular classic
Korean treat. It's soft yet
crunchy, overall sweet with a
hint of cinnamon. Pumpkin
seeds give a feel-good boost

Evem though Oranda is a
traditional Korean bite, it
makes a great coffee snack

한입에�오란다

Black Kancho
Vanilla
A funky remix of Kancho - a
biscuit chocolate ball with
cute 'Kani, Choni'
characters. Cocoa powder
adds the rich black cookie
outside, while soft vanilla
cream inside adds delights 

Pair with a cup of milk to
make it a filling afternoon
snack 

까망�칸쵸�바닐라
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Konyak Jelly
Peach
A waterjelly which is super
low in calories AND tastes
amazing at the same time.
Feel summer peach vibes
every sip

Freeze it - the waterjelly
changes its entire texture.
Cool of your summer with
the refreshing peach sherbet

한끼곤약젤리�복숭아

Jocheong
Twisters
A twister stick inspired by
Yugwa, classic Korean
treat. Lightly coated with
Jocheong syrup, which is
also a unique Korean style
sweetner made of rice

Jocheong flavoring makes
it not overly sweet, with
light nutty tastes - which
makes a great pairing with
warm tea

조청�유과

Tasting

G e t  i t ,  l e t  i t  r o l l

Guide



Tangerine chocolate is
probably the most-sought
souvenir from Jeju. Be a
tourist yourself and
experience the Jeju vibes
in the early summer

Hershey's Jeju
Gyul Cookies
Jeju's famous fruit X world-
famous Hershey's to send
the best of both worlds to
you! The tangerine spread
between chocolate cookies

허쉬�감귤�샌드위치�쿠키

Udo Peanut
Gwajul Pie
'Udo' is a little island in
Jeju, and yes you may have
guessed already, is
famous for peanuts. Your
biscuit is a classic Korean
fried snack packed with
Udo's famous peanut
flavors
A great companion to your
Jeju Volcanic Oolong Tea

우도�땅콩과즐

Jeju Tangerine
Dark Chocolate
A slice of dried Tamla gem
tangerine dipped with dark
chocolate. Intense flavors
of dark chocolate dictate
the overall feel, while
tangerine supports with
refreshing aromas

A great tea food. Chill it in
the fridge, or even freeze it
lightly before serving if you
add fun to the texture

제주감귤�다크초코�칩

Hareubang
Prickly Pear
Chocolate
Chocolate in the shape of
Dol Hareubang, the beloved
symbol of Jeju. Prickly pear
is the island's delicacy,
grown across the small
volcanic farmland of Hallim
Wolryungli village

Its Korean name is '백년초',
translates into '100 years'

하르방�백년초�초콜렛

Osulloc Jeju
Volcanic Cha
A fermented oolong tea by
Osulloc, the premium tea
brand theming around the
wonders of Jeju Island. You
would barely taste the
bitter taste of green tea;
instead, enjoy the deep,
dark roasted aromas

Steep in 150ml of hot water.
Throw in a couple of ice
cubes to enjoy it chilled

오설록�제주�화산�우롱차

Omegi Pie
'Omegi Tteok' is a rice cake
made of the leftover of
'Omegi', a folk drink of Jeju.
Soft filling with sweet, but
not overbearing, red bean
tastes. The rice cake is
covered with a crumbly pie
shell, adding a unique
feeling to the snack

Give it a light toast by
frying in a pan, toaster, air
fryer, or oven

오메기떡�파이
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The vitamins from the Aloe Vera
extract, such as vitamins E, C,
and other minerals, keep the
skin moisturized and protect
the skin from the UV rays.
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SELF-CARE TIME WITH THE
ALOE VERA SOOTHING GEL

WHAT'S THE
ALOE VERA EXTRACT?

HOW TO USE

As the last step of the basic
skincare routine in the

morning and at nighttime.

Apply an appropriate
amount on the face after

washing it with fresh water. 

Skin-firming 
and moisturizing
effects

Soothing and
moisturizing effects

for sensitive skin

92% Aloe Vera
leaf extract

Fresher and
healthier skin 



Mint Choco
Almonds
'Mintchodan [민초단; mint
chocolate army]' has
arrived in Korea! The
country is obsessed with
mint chocolate flavors,
and people are fighting
over whether loving mint
chocolate is a sin or not

For you, is mint chocolate
A) An amazing taste
B) A toothpaste flavor

민트초코맛�아몬드

Jeju Island
Chopsticks
A fancy set of chopsticks to
make your kitchen extra
special. Find '제주도'
engraving hidden on top of
the lifestyle goodies 

Keep the beautiful Island
forever in your heart with
the cute chopsticks

제주도�젓가락�세트

13 Zodiacs:
Snake
A 6th postcard of the
SeoulBox x Meoshi World
13 Zodiacs series: Snake

Continue collecting your
monthly Meoshi merch.
The snake represents
9 am - 11 am because it's
the time when snakes fall
asleep so they don't hurt
people!

13지신�시리즈�6번째:�뱀

Turtle Chips
Chocolate
Churros
The hottest snack of 2021 in
Korea. Crunchy layers of
chocolate chips and
cinnamon toppings to bring
the essence of churros

There are reasons why this
snack has been blowing
up in Korea. Try the
awesome snack yourself

꼬북칩�쵸코츄러스

K-Pop
Glasses Cloth
A velvety glasses cloth to
carry the K-Pop vibe
wherever you go! 

Whether it's your glasses,
phone screen, or even
laptop, keep the passion
going with this Butter-
inspired velvet cloth

케이팝�안경닦이

Fresh Jeju
Aloe Gel
A pudding for your skin,
from Aloe farm of Jeju
straight to your door. Make
your skin glow with
extracts from nine herbs

Whenever your skin needs
to moisturize or soothe,
apply a good amount of
the Aloe gel and spread it
evenly across your skin

신선한�제주�알로에�수딩젤
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Here in Korea, the whole country is rolling into the happy and

energetic band: Brave Girls. 

Since their debut in 2011, the girl group has gone through tough

moments. While experiencing 5 members-out and 4 members-in

and releasing 9 albums, the band has yet to receive the fame they

deserved. 

Did the God of K-Pop listen to them? 

Back in February, when Brave Girls were on the verge of

dissolution, a compilation of their 2017 song Rollin’ by Visitor, was

released.

A Sleep Hit and
Comeback of Squirtle

Rollin’

The YouTube video has blown up since then, with comments like 

‘If we play this song at the front lines, victory is ours’. 
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Just like a happy smile of Squirtle, she made sure to express

100% happiness every time she’s on Rollin’ stages, melting the

minds of both Unnies and Oppas. 

At SeoulBox, your door to Korean culture, we had to include this

snack in this month’s box, as soon as the partnership between

Squirtle Chip X Squirtle Goddess was announced: 

Yujeong X Turtle Chip. 

Now you will be curious as a pro-K-Pop fan – who’s in charge of

developing a crush on the group? Who’s the gateway drug to the

sleep hit? Her name is Yujeong, famous for the iconic ‘Squirtle

Smile’. 
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coming into real
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Euphoria of the

hidden Island



SEOULMATES SPOTLIGHT

Featured

SEOULMATES truly complete SEOULBOX! 
Your incredible support, feedback and passion motivates

us everyday and helps drive our amazing community.

We love seeing your unboxing experiences. 

Feel free to share them on social media #unboxyourseoul

You may be featured in our nex month's Tasting Guide! 
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